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a true racing simulation with an extraordinary driving experience, gtr is designed to simulate the whole driving experience as accurately as possible. the cockpit model is based on the fa24 formula-one simulator and, therefore, has been developed by the developers of this powerful racing
simulator. in addition, a detailed mapping of the track, with the exact road geometry, including center line and all possible curves, as well as the circuit layout will offer great challenges in all four extreme driving modes. all in all, the driving simulator game is a very realistic simulation with great
detail. and the sound of the engine, the engine noise, the sound of the brakes, the sound of the tyres, the engine and the gearbox shifts, the sound of the rear wings and the sound of the wind. all of these very carefully reproduced sounds can be heard in gtr. like in gran turismo, gtr is true to life
in terms of the steering response and the torque. like in gran turismo the key factor in gtr is the handling characteristics. the steering responsiveness and the reaction of the vehicle to the driver’s handling intervention are important components of the overall driving experience. the driving
dynamics are very realistic and will be a great complement to the other driving modes. the dynamic driving experience will be a great challenge to fans of racing games. experience the thrilling excitement of the fia gt3 championship. this is the place where you will find the most beautiful racing
cars in the world with the most powerful and fastest racing engines. the drivers, the circuits and the tracks are all breathtaking and unique. gtr racing is a different experience to any other and has a very realistic feeling with lots of crash damage. gtr is the ultimate racing simulator with a
challenging single player and multiplayer mode, and gtr is the reason why people spend their time playing racing games. this is the car racing simulator with the most accurate and realistic driving simulation ever seen in a racing game. gtr provides the ultimate racing experience and is the
perfect simulation to take on the challenges of the fia gt3 championship.
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all drivers are real, and at your disposal. with a massive archive of authentic motorsport history, gtr features a comprehensive, authentic motorsport collection. from historic races, multiple classes, and tracks from around the world, everything from le mans to daytona has been faithfully
recreated. the game’s meticulous historical accuracy makes gtr the only game you need to experience the thrill of motorsport. with a range of options to keep you racing even if you miss a session, gtr features a variety of racing disciplines to suit the skill levels of players. from endurance, gt
racing and le mans 24, gtr has it all. all of these disciplines can be played with multiple computer, or with the help of an ai team-mate. you can even race as a single-seater, competing against ai opponents. the full package of the game includes both gtr and gtr2.gtr2 comes with the fia gt2

championship. in this game, you can play the official fia gt2 championship, the fia gt championship, and the fia gt3 cup. in addition to the championship, you can also play the 24h race at spa, the 24h races at donington, nurburgring, imola, silverstone, brands hatch, oschersleben, hockenheim,
spa-francorchamps, estoril, zandvoort and magny-cours. this edition includes the toyota auris (gt2) and toyota corolla (gt3). the game that revolutionized the racing genre. the successor to the international award-winning racing simulation gtr accurately represents the challenges of motorsport
racing. the detailed, photo-realistic depiction of these powerful cars and beautiful circuits, thanks to the graphics technology, and the enhanced driving model will make your adrenaline rise in one of more than one hundred hp-beasts. beginners can start with the driving school where they are

taught the basics of race driving by a professional instructor. thanks to dynamic day, night and weather changes and an impressive damage system, the races of the exciting fia gt series become a thrilling gaming experience. 5ec8ef588b
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